
REACH After Care! .



REACH After Care Vision Statement 
Allowing our hearts to guide us.

Striving to understand the children’s motivation’s and see them for 
who they are.

Cultivating open communication and collaboration with teachers.
Implementing the foundations for a positive discipline program at 

After Care. 
Helping provide opportunities for children to pursue their passions 

and nurture their potential. 
Offering opportunities for kids to explore creatively and connect 

with nature.



Arts Enrichment 

Open ended creative arts projects! 



Art .
Children have all of the qualities of the greatest artists within them 
innately. The open minded drive to play and invent processes of making 
without judgement is the perfect recipe for great creative innovation. I 
want to respect this creative brilliance and give it an outlet in the form of 
open ended reggio inspired art zones. Providing talented teachers to assist 
with technique as well as providing materials. Incorporating varrying 
themes and mediums. We will explore a wide range of fun and inventive 
projects including mixed media, textile arts, recycled art, painting, 
drawing, and sculpture. The students will have the freedom to create what 
they desire with the creative challenge of using specific materials to do so.







Nature    
Now, more than ever it is crucial that children are able to connect with the 
earth and become totally inspired by the environment. Most effective 
environmentalists such as John Muir have had a love of nature fostered 
within themselves. At REACH After Care, we offer children the chance to 
connect with nature in new and creative ways like:

● Plant Propogation                     
● Nature Observation                  
● Wild Play Amongst the Willows and Brambles
● Water Play 
● Sand Play



 

Nature! 



Play! 
Play the vital spark in childhood! There will be a balance of activity 
time and free time each day and I will make sure we are stocked 
with play equipment so your kids can move their bodies, laugh, 
giggle and feel a sense of freedom after being in school all day. We 
will also do our utmost to maintain a healthy balance between 
autonomy, freedom and structure so that the kids feel safe and are 
given boundaries.



Play!



Snacks 

Healthy and tasty kid friendly snacks! The kids are 
also invited to become chefs and cook for their friends 
on occasion! Gluten free and dairy free options 
available upon request. 



Snacks 


